REASONS
Why Greenmark Homes is the only
choice to build your new home
We are specialists in building high-quality, energy efficient custom homes.
Designing and constructing a home with energy efficiency in mind can save you thousands in energy costs and be more comfortable
to live in than your standard home.

We are 100% local
Greenmark Homes is not a franchise or national builder. Respected local Builder John O’Neill has been passionate about creating
beautiful, sustainable homes for many years and decided to start Greenmark Homes as a way to show the people of Dubbo that
building an energy efficient home doesn’t have to cost the earth (financially or environmentally). We are locally owned and operated
and proudly use the best of Dubbo’s industry professionals and suppliers.

We offer a no-obligation free site appraisal
We will meet you on-site to discuss the proposed build to determine the scope of the design. We will find what you need, show how
we can help you and provide a suitable sustainable solution.

We are with you every step of the building process
We understand that building a home can be potentially a stressful exercise but we help alleviate this by making sure that we are
consistently with you throughout the construction of your home. This includes from initial startup where you will meet with the builder
and our project co-ordinator and then, guidance through the selection process and the builder and our site manager throughout the
build.

We provide a comprehensive building inclusions list
We do not provide inadequate allowances and in doing so are able to offer a fixed price contract once we agree on the
specifications of your home, which ensures that there are no hidden surprises during the build.

We undertake only a limited number of projects per year
This means that we are able to spend more time on making sure everything flows smoothly on the build of your home whilst providing
a high level of service to you.

We pride ourselves on our flexibility and personalised service tailored to suit each client
We will work with you and our designer to ensure your project is a success. Your input is both welcome and essential in building your
dream home.

We are a Master Builder
Building with a Master Builder gives you peace of mind that your builder is appropriately licensed and has the support of Master
Builders, who provide members with access to practical training, advice and up-to-date information to help them raise their
professional standards.

We use only experienced and qualified suppliers and subcontractors
Over the years we have hand selected the local subcontractors and suppliers that are able to meet a high quality standard of finish
whilst meeting our project time-frames.

